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Jon Hawkins and his crew are exhausted and homesick. Theyâ€™ve destroyed the alien machine

menace, going deep into the Kuiper Belt to annihilate the secret AI base. From out here, the Sun

looks like just another star. Itâ€™s a lonely existence. Theyâ€™re ready to go home.What they

donâ€™t knowâ€”what no one couldâ€”was that the AI Destroyer was only a scout.More alien vessels

drop out of hyperspace. This is an AI Assault. The clock to human extinction has begun ticking.Jon

and his crew are tired, homesick and pissed off. Theyâ€™ve fought too hard and bled too much to

quit now. Theyâ€™re going to find a way to beat the Death Machines, for the sake of their homes,

they have to.A.I. ASSAULT is the third book in the A.I. Series, a novel of military science fiction by

bestselling author Vaughn Heppner.The series starts with book 1, A.I. DESTROYER.
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In "A.I. Assault," the third of the A.I. series, author Vaughn Heppner picks up after Capt. Jon

Hawkins has overcome yet again overwhelming odds to defeat yet another artificial intelligence

threat determined to wipe out the "infestation" of humanity. But, like always, victory proved costly. In



war, sacrifices had to be made. Many died. Hawkins expended resources. He gained allies, but they

suffered. The humans did secure a drydock for their massive space ship and a means to get it

repaired with maintenance bots not subject to hacking by the A.I. However, Hawkins only won a

battle. More A.I. destroyers are on their way. And this time, they plan to annihilate the threat. Three

warships are coming, and Hawkins must enlist the support of the dreaded Solar League, a

government of quasi communist principles that's especially awful. A new character is that of Premier

Benz, a guy who single-handedly topples the current regime of the Solar League. He's not a

believer. But he's smart and insinuates himself into a high ranking position. When he gets his

chance, he engineers a coup d'etat. This results in the head of the secret police getting the top

leadership position. But Benz has his reasons. They don't always work as planned, and in typical

Heppner fashion, the good guy gets so many challenges, it appears unlikely he'll survive any of

them. While this unfolds, Hawkins must take down three robot ships. It's nonstop fun, and I read all

three books in the series in a matter of days.

Great book, the action is picking up, along with the mystery and intrigue of the next steps. I look

forward to the continued pursuit of the arrogant A.I. culture.

As humanity is recovering from the destruction of the first A.I. ship the A.I. come looking for A.I. ship

that Jon and his marines took possession of. The A.I. is arrogant, just like the first. Hates biological

creatures, just like the first. But unlike the first, this one is not just scout, and it brought friends. Now

the parties in the solar system that hate each other almost as much as the A.I.'s hate biological

beings will have to work together to survive.

I enjoy the characters and the plot. I'd love to see another in the series. While it would not make

sense to put all your eggs in one basket it would make sense to build several smaller weapons

platforms mines and strike ships and place them to ambush any ships that entered the solar system

where the previous ships came from

The story is a combination on several themes similar to ones I have read over the last 50 years,

AI's, kind of like the old 'Colossus, the Forbin Project' the Cyborg wars against humanity, interstellar

rivalries, government ideologies, and our new Starship Captan, Jon, the de facto self appointed

savior of the human race. Lots of sub pLotsI, characters, just a good read, with the 3rd book

bringing things together nicely, and setting the stage for the forth. I enjoyed the read, kept me



wanting to read more.Mark

I like the story line , you get plenty of action and the thought of facing an artificial intelligence that

has no conscience is so much different than facing a alien race that could have fear put in them, it

makes for a real interesting story, can't wait for the next book.

This is a great series of AI verse human drive and courage. I read all three books in two days. It's

1AM now, just finished the third book. Couldn't go to bed until I was finished. Start with book one

and I'll bet you buy the others. Loved them.

I liked this book very much. The characters were vivid and heroic. Heppner has a true gift for story

telling and for action adventure in a sci fi setting. Vaughn Heppner, M R Forbes, BV Larson, G P

Hudson, Richard Fox, and Nick Webb are at the top of my list of today's sci fi writers.I have never

been disappointed in a Vaughn Heppner book.
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